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Abstract: Mineralization of gaseous chlorobenzene (major VOC from cement plants) was studied in
a continuous reactor using three advanced oxidation processes: (i) photocatalysis, (ii) Dielectric Barrier
Discharge (DBD) plasma and (iii) DBD/TiO2-UV coupling. The work showed an overproduction of
OH * and O * radicals in the reaction medium due to the interaction of Cl * and O3. A parametric
study was carried out in order to determine the evolution of the removal efficiency as a function of
the concentration, the flow rate and the applied voltage. Indeed, a variation of the flow rate from
0.25 to 1 m3/h resulted in a decrease in the degradation rate from 18 to 9%. Similarly, an increase in
concentration from 13 to 100 mg/m3 resulted in a change in degradation rate from 18 to 4%. When
the voltage was doubled from 6 to 12 kV, the degradation rate varied from 22 to 29 % (plasma) and
from 53 to 75% (coupling) at 13 mg/m3. The evolution of COX and O3 was monitored during the
experiments. When the voltage was doubled, the selectivity increased from 28 to 37% in the plasma
alone and from 48 to 62 % in the coupled process. In addition, at this same voltage range, the amount
of ozone formed varied from 10 to 66 ppm in plasma and 3 to 29 ppm in coupling. This degradation
performance can be linked to a synergistic effect, which resulted in an increase in the intensity of the
electric field of plasma by the TiO2 and the improvement in the performance of the catalyst following
the bombardment of various high-energy particles of the plasma.

Keywords: synergistic effect; air cement plants; plasma; photocatalysis; reactive species

1. Introduction

Cement is a finely ground, inorganic, non-metallic powder that is a basic material
in the construction industry. The high production of cement results in the release of
various Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) into the atmosphere [1]. These substances
are often highly volatile, even at room temperature, and represent a major risk to the
environment. Indeed, these compounds cause numerous environmental consequences
such as acidification of the atmosphere, depletion of the ozone layer and increase in the
greenhouse effect [2–5]. Emissions of these gaseous pollutants also pose a significant
health risk to workers in these industries [6–8]. These compounds are also a source of
discomfort for the population as well as potential sources of conflict. They also contaminate
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the orchards of plants, which become less productive. The United States Environmental
Protection Agency and the European Commission have identified chlorobenzene (CB) as
a priority pollutant to monitor [9]. This pollutant is carcinogenic to humans, according
to the international agency for research on cancer classification [10]. With the increasing
attention to environmental protection, especially air pollution control, industries and
research organizations are facing great challenges to develop technologies to effectively
remove this compound without generating secondary pollutants. In comparison with other
VOCs categories, Cl-VOCs show a lower biodegradability, higher stability and toxicity [9].

To remedy this problem, Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOPs) have been developed.
AOPs can eliminate the Cl–VOCs efficiently by generating powerful hydroxyl radicals,
which possess strong oxidizability. AOPs are interesting and promising solutions for air
pollution treatment and include photocatalysis and cold plasma as widely used technolo-
gies [11–14]. Cold plasma is a generally electrically neutral gas mixture containing photons,
charged particles (ion or electron) and neutral particles (molecules, atoms and radicals),
mostly in excited states [15,16]. Dielectric barrier discharges, which were implemented in
this study, are obtained by applying a high potential difference between two electrodes
separated by a dielectric. Photocatalysis consists of oxidizing the pollutant on a catalyst
(usually TiO2) under UV radiation [17–19]. In the presence of oxygen and/or water vapor,
the UV radiation that activates the semiconductor (catalyst) allows the VOCs in contact
with the reactive surface to be transformed into CO2 and H2O [18,20,21]. Cold-plasma-
assisted photocatalysis has recently been considered an attractive alternative due to its
non-equilibrium nature, low energy cost and unique ability to initiate physical and chemical
reactions at low temperatures [22–24]. Therefore, cold-plasma-assisted photocatalysis can
be an ideal method for CB decomposition, as the active species can enhance the chemical
bond breaking of the pollutant, resulting in higher conversion efficiency. The elimination of
VOCs in a cold-assisted catalysis system has been reviewed from different perspectives in
the literature [25–27]. However, the increase in VOC degradation rates obtained by studies
of the coupling DBD plasma and photocatalysis has led to the implementation of many
research projects on this topic [28–31]. Indeed, the introduction of an external UV lamp into
the plasma significantly improves the degradation rate. By increasing the applied voltage,
the electric field in the reactor can be improved, resulting in a higher degree of ionization
of the chemical species. As a result, the pollutant is more likely to be attacked by electrons
or radicals [32]. This leads to a higher removal of the VOC [33]. These high removal rates
are also due to the influence of the catalysts on the physico-chemical properties of the
plasma discharge and that of the plasma discharge on the performance of the catalyst.
It is with this in mind that the present study was carried out. This work consisted of
treating a chlorinated aromatic VOC in a cylindrical reactor by photocatalysis and plasma.
The main objectives of this work were (i) to study the degradation of chlorobenzene (CB)
by photocatalysis (TiO2), DBD plasma and coupling DBD/TiO2-UV; (ii) to evaluate the
quantities of COx and O3 produced. The work was carried out on a continuous reactor,
allowing us to directly carry out the analysis during the degradation.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Photocatalytic Removal of CB

Figure 1 shows the CB removal efficiency (RE) and degradation rate (DR) for various
initial concentrations. The experiments were carried out at a constant flow rate of 0.25 m3/h
and with 5% RH. It was observed that CB was significantly removed by the photocatalytic
process. The RE decreased from 18 to 4% when the CB concentration was increased from
13 to 100 mg/m3. These results showed that the degradation efficiency decreased with
increasing initial CB concentrations. This trend could be explained by the increase in the
ratio of active sites to the amount of CB molecules; the high amount of CB molecules
reduces the number of active sites available on the catalyst surface and quickly consumes
the produced reactive species [29,34]. Similar results were observed by [35] while treating
indoor air using a luminous photocatalytic textile. The authors of [19] found the same
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result during gaseous ethylbenzene removal by photocatalytic TiO2. They concluded that
the increase in ethylbenzene inlet concentration leads to a significant diminution of the
removal efficiency.
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Figure 1. Effect of CB concentration on removal efficiency and degradation rate. Experimental
conditions were RH = 5%, Temperature = 20 ◦C, and total flow rate = 0.25 m3/h.

An increase in CB concentration significantly improved the degradation rate (Figure 1).
The degradation rate increased from 3 to 12 mg/h with increasing the CB concentration
from 13 to 100 mg/m3. This result could be attributed to the high mass transfer into the
reactor per unit of time; hence degradation enhanced [36,37]. Under UV radiation CB
was degraded by the heterogeneous photocatalytic process according to the following
equations [18,38,39]. The authors of [40] showed the variation of the RE of butyraldehyde
by photocatalysis as a function of the input concentration. They noted that the RE of
butyraldehyde increased when the concentration of pollutant was increased. Since the
photocatalysis reaction is often equated to a pseudo-first-order reaction, this means that
a higher flow of pollutants (due to an increase in the inlet concentration) naturally in-
duces an increase in the degradation kinetics [41]. Of course, for a constant amount of
catalyst, the percentage of degradation and mineralization decreases when these operating
parameters increase.

TiO2 + hv (E > 3.2 eV)→ TiO2
(
e−bc + h+bv

)
O2 + e− → O∗−2

H2O + h+ → OH∗ + H+

O∗−2 + H+ → HO∗2

HO∗2 + e− + H+ hv, Ti3+ , O.−
2→ 2OH∗

C6H5Cl + 29OH∗ → 6CO2 + 17H2O + Cl∗

2C6H5Cl + 29O∗ → 12CO2 + 5H2O + 2Cl∗

H2O + Cl∗ → HCl + OH∗

HCl + OH∗ → H2O + Cl∗

The HO * radicals are highly reactive electrophilic species, which could attack the 2, 3
and 4 positions on the aromatic ring. OH * is an electron-donating group. The positive hole
attacks this position to cleave the aromatic ring. This reaction mechanism has been detailed
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by [42]. The first Cl * species present on the catalyst generate degradation sequences by
attacking the adsorbed CB. Moreover, OH * radicals could also react with Cl * radicals and
produce O2

−*, which is a powerful oxidant to mineralize the CB on the TiO2 surface [43,44].
Many studies have shown that photocatalytic degradation of chlorinated VOCs can

take place by both OH * and Cl * radicals. A comparison of kinetic data for VOC + OH *
reaction and VOC + Cl * reaction suggests that the latter reaction is faster [45].

CB + Cl∗ + O2 + H2O→ . . . → CO2 + HCl

When the amount of O2 is limited in the reaction media, the valence band electron
attacks the C-Cl bond. In this case, dechlorination takes place before the aromatic ring is
broken. The Cl * radicals can then initiate a series of radical chain reactions and compensate
for the negative effect caused by the high CB concentration.

2.2. Effect of Feed Flow Rate on CB Degradation Rate

Under constant CB concentration (13 mg/m3) and RH (5%), the feed flow rate varied
between 0.25 and 1 m3/h, and the corresponding RE and DR are reported in Figure 2. The
increase in feed flow rate showed a negative effect on the removal efficiency since the RE
decreased from 18 to 9% when the flow rate increased from 0.25 to 1 m3/h. The decrease in
RE can be correlated to the CB residence time in the reactor, which decreased from 10.05 to
2.51 s. The small residence time considerably reduces the contact time between pollutants
and HO * and O * radicals on the TiO2 surface. Thus, the amount of pollutants capable
of reacting with the active species attached to the catalyst surface is reduced [46,47]. In
addition, the amount of HO * and O * radicals produced on the TiO2 surface also decreases
by limiting the following reactions (i) O2 and electrons, and (ii) H2O and h+ on the TiO2
surface [48]. Figure 2 shows an improvement in the degradation rate as the concentration
increased. This enhancement is linked to radical species formation, i.e., if the first radical
species formation is made easier, the degradation of adsorbed pollutants starts quicker and
the residence time could be shorter [45].
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Figure 2. Effect of feed flow rate on CB removal efficiency and degradation rate. Experimental
conditions: RH: 5%, T: 20 ◦C and C: 13 mg/m3.

The same results were found by [41] when treating volatile organic compounds by
photocatalytic oxidation. The authors of [49] studied the degradation of oxalic acid in
a photocatalytic reactor. They conclude that the degradation efficiency of oxalic acid in the
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photocatalytic reactor decreased with the increase in flow rates, changing from 50% to 40%
when the flow rate was varied from 2.5 m3·h−1 to 10 m3·h−1.

2.3. Exploiting the Synergistic Effect: Photocatalysis and Plasma-Photocatalysis Combined
Processes

The effect of plasma discharge (in the absence of UV light) and combined process
(photocatalysis + plasma discharge) on CB removal efficiency (RE) were studied for various
CB concentrations and reported in Figure 3. The plasma input voltage varied between
6 and 12 kV, and the CB concentration was also changed from 13 mg/m3 to 27 mg/m3. It
was observed that the combined process showed higher CB conversion as compared to
individual photocatalysis and plasma process for all studied CB feed concentrations and
plasma applied voltage. For example, with 13 mg/m3 inlet concentration and 12 kV, 75%
removal efficiency was obtained, which was about 57% more than photocatalysis (18%)
and 55% more than the plasma process (20%). This finding emphasizes that a synergistic
effect was observed between photocatalysis and the plasma-photocatalysis process.
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Figure 3. CB removal efficiency for photocatalysis, plasma–catalysis and photocatalysis–plasma–
catalysis combined process. CB inlet concentration: 13 and 27 mg/m3, Flow rate: 0.25 m3/h, RH: 5%,
Temperature: 20 ◦C, Plasma applied frequency: 50 Hz.

An increase in plasma applied voltage increased the RE for all CB feed flow concen-
trations. This phenomenon can be attributed to the formation of more oxidative species
(OH * and O *) on the TiO2 surface, leading to enhanced removal [48,50]. Similar results
have also been reported by [51–53].

The synergistic effect observed between photocatalysis and plasma discharge is closely
related to the influence of the catalysts on plasma discharge characteristics and the effect of
plasma discharge on the physico-chemical properties of the catalysts. It can be suggested
that the packed catalyst in the discharge zone would affect the plasma discharge by the
following mechanisms.

The catalysts could considerably increase the electric field strength. When TiO2 particles
are in contact with an electrode, the micro-discharges could be formed on the catalyst surface
and inside the pores in the discharge region. Thus, the local electric field strength and
electrode temperature could significantly increase in the discharge zone [27–29].

The active species formed during the single plasma discharge do not play an important
role in CB conversion due to their short existence time and low energy (<2 eV). CB molecules
are not effectively destroyed by these species because of their high binding energies.
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However, increasing the electric field strength allows the active species to reach the energy
level needed to break the bonds between CB molecules [23,30].

Plasma discharges also improve the performance of catalysts. Since the temperature
of electrons is >104 K, the physical and chemical properties of the catalysts are likely to
be altered due to the bombardment of various high-energy particles on the catalyst. The
surface or internal structure of the catalyst changes. Indeed, the sizes of catalytically active
particles decrease, and the distribution of particles becomes uniform over the catalyst
surface. These variations increase the active surfaces and improve the stability of the
catalyst [54,55].

Under these reaction conditions, in addition to the radicals produced by plasma and
classical photocatalysis, successive photocatalytic reactions take place on the TiO2 surface.
These reactions increase the production of HO * and O * radical species from plasma-
produced O3, thus increasing the conversion rate of CB molecules. The work of [56] also
corroborates this finding.

Ref. [57] Investigated the synergistic effect of toluene degradation in surface dielec-
tric barrier discharge/photocatalytic reactor with mesh electrode. The results showed
that TiO2 and UV irradiation both presented promoting effect on toluene degradation in
photocatalysis/DBD reactor with mesh electrodes. The degradation efficiency of toluene
was also enhanced with the introduction of TiO2 and UV irradiation. Increases in toluene
degradation efficiency of 26.8% was obtained at SIE of 300 J·L−1. When both TiO2 and UV
were applied, the enhancement could rise to 41.6%.

Ref. [58] used a uniform and stable dielectric barrier discharge plasma for the degra-
dation of benzene combined with a transition metal oxide catalyst. The effects of catalyst
types, applied voltage, driving frequency and initial VOCs concentration on the degrada-
tion efficiency of benzene were studied. It was found that the addition of packed dielectric
materials can effectively improve the uniformity of discharge and enhance the intensity of
discharge, thus promoting the benzene degradation efficiency. At 22 kV, the degradation
efficiencies of dielectric barrier discharge plasma packed with CuO, ZnO and Fe3O4 were
93.6%, 93.2% and 76.2%, respectively. When packing with ZnO, the degradation efficiency
of the dielectric barrier discharge plasma was improved from 86.8% to 94.9% as the applied
voltage increased from 16 kV to 24 kV. The synergistic mechanism and the property of the
catalyst were responsible for benzene degradation in the plasma–catalysis system.

Ref. [59] proposed a hybrid system that combined dielectric barrier discharge plasma
with catalysis (DPC) for toluene degradation. To improve the performance of DPC, photo-
catalysts TiO2 were doped by Mn and Fe, respectively. The best doping ratios of Mn and
Fe were both 1.0%. The increase in electric field intensity in the range of 6.9–10.3 kV/cm
could favor the synergism for DPC significantly, but the ascending AC frequency failed
to achieve that. Mn-DPC and Fe-DPC both could maintain the high toluene degradation
efficiency when gas flow rate and initial concentration increased from 2.5 to 10.1 cm/s and
from 700 to 2300 mg/cm3, respectively. Fe-DPC showed slightly better performances than
Mn-DPC in degradation efficiency.

2.4. CB Mineralization: Photocatalysis, Plasma Catalysis and Combined Process

COX selectivity was determined for all the processes using the following equation.

COX selectivity =
[COX ]in − [COX ]out

Nc× RE (%)× [CB]in
× 104 (1)

Nc = 6 (the number of carbon atoms in chlorobenzene), RE (%) removal efficiency,
x = 1 for CO and x = 2 for CO2, [COX ]in and [COX ]out are the COX concentrations at the
inlet and outlet of the reactor in ppm. [CB]in is the CB concentration at the inlet in ppm.

Interestingly, continuous analysis at the reactor outlet revealed that CO was not
quantified either in photocatalytic or in a combined process. The CO concentrations were
measured with a NO/CO ZRE gas analyzer.
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Figure 4 reports the CO2 selectivity for photocatalysis, plasma and combined process
for various plasma applied voltage. About 70% of CO2 selectivity was reached for the
photocatalysis process. The missing carbon mass balance can be attributed to the partially
oxidized species produced by the photocatalytic process, which were not quantified by GC.
However, the CO2 selectivity could be increased by increasing the UV power density and
decreasing the feed flow rate.
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Figure 4. CO2 selectivity for (i) photocatalysis, (ii) plasma–catalysis and (iii) Photocatalysis–plasma–
catalysis combined process. CB inlet concentration: 13 mg/m3, Flow rate: 0.25 m3/h, RH: 5%,
Temperature: 20 ◦C, Plasma applied frequency: 50 Hz.

With a 6 kV input voltage, only 28% CO2 selectivity was reached (Figure 4), which was
2.5 times lower than the CO2 selectivity reached by the photocatalysis process. An increase
in plasma applied voltage from 6 to 12 kV increased the CO2 selectivity from 28 to 37% [31,54,60].
Even though the plasma alone process exhibited higher CB removal efficiency (Figure 3)
than photocatalysis, the mineralization efficiency was very low. It implies the fact that
plasma applied voltage was not sufficient to achieve complete mineralization.

Interestingly, when plasma (12 kV) was coupled with photocatalysis, 62% CO2 se-
lectivity was reached, which was 7% lower than achieved by the photocatalysis alone
process [51,61–63]. It should be mentioned that a synergistic effect was not observed for
CO2 selectivity. High CB removal efficiency and low CO2 selectivity of the combined
process could be explained by the following hypotheses:

(i) In the photocatalytic process, the CB conversion and mineralization take place on the
TiO2 surface. Thus, most of the adsorbed CB were completely oxidized to CO2 and
eventually desorbed into the gas phase.

(ii) In the combined process, plasma-assisted CB conversion in the gas phase dominates
the photocatalytic removal on the TiO2 surface. Moreover, the gas phase conversion
perhaps leads to the formation of partially oxidized products such as formic acid,
acetic acid and other products. These species are not completely mineralized under
the given operating conditions and lead to low CO2 selectivity. Further investigation
is needed to confirm these hypotheses and to improve CO2 selectivity.

(iii) UV radiation probably decreases the amount of reactive species production under
plasma discharge.
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2.5. Evaluation of Ozone Formation in Plasma and Coupled Process

Ozone is a long-lived reactive species produced by plasma discharge in the gas phase.
Ozone concentration at the reactor downstream was quantified for plasma and plasma–
photocatalytic combined process and reported in Figure 5. Under similar operating con-
ditions plasma alone process produced about 2 folds more ozone (with 12 kV, 66 ppm)
than the combined process (plasma + photocatalysis), i.e., 29 ppm. An increase in plasma
applied voltage (6 to 12 kV) increased the ozone concentration (10 to 66 ppm) due to a high
number of micro discharges in the gas phase. The decrease in ozone production in the
combined process could be explained by the following mechanisms.

(i) On the active sites of TiO2 surface [64], O3 is decomposed to O2 and adsorbed O *
radicals [55,65]:

O3 + ∗ → O2 + O∗

∗ : active sites

(ii) UV radiation also promotes the decomposition of O3 through the following reac-
tion. [51]

O3 + hv (254 < λ < 350 nm) → O2 + O∗

(iii) The high presence of Cl * radicals also contributes to O3 scavenging according to the
following reaction [66].

O3 + Cl∗ → O2 + ClO∗

ClO∗ + O∗ → O2 + Cl∗
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Figure 5. Ozone concentration quantified at the reactor outlet during CB degradation in plasma and
the coupling process. CB inlet concentration: 13 mg/m3, Flow rate: 0.25 m3/h, RH: 5%, Temperature:
20 ◦C, Plasma applied frequency: 50 Hz.

These mechanisms show that ozone significantly contributed to the CB removal during
the coupling process. This result is consistent with those obtained by [64].
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3. Experimental Setup
3.1. UV and Plasma Reactor Configuration

Figure 6 shows the general schematic of the experimental setup and analytical devices.
The reactor was designed to be used for (i) photocatalysis, (ii) plasma and
(iii) the coupling process. The process was equipped with a polluted air generation system,
cylindrical reactor, gas sampling equipment and analysis systems. The reactor consisted of
two concentric cylindrical Pyrex glass tubes with 350 mm in length and outer diameters of
55 and 22 mm (Figure 7a,b). The gap between the two tubes is packed with TiO2-loaded
glass fiber fabric (GFT, Ahlstrom Research and Services). The copper plate wrapped out-
side of the bigger tube was used as a ground electrode. The inner electrode was made
from a continuous helical aluminum winding. This electrode was a 2-mm thick helicoid
wire electrode shaped like a coil spring in close contact with the inner wall of the reactor
(12 turns in 250 mm). The gaseous effluent flowed through the interannular space, which
corresponds to the grey area in the figure cited below. The light source used was an 80 W
UV lamp (Philips CLEO performance). Its emission spectrum varied from 300 to 400 nm.
This configuration is called double dielectric barrier discharge (D-DBD). Plasma discharge
was ignited using an AC power source (3 to 6 V, BFi OPTILAS, France). This voltage was
amplified between 6 and 12 kV using an external amplifier (TREK_30 kV model 30/20A,
190 Walnut Street • Lockport, NY 14094 • USA). Plasma-injected power was monitored
using the Lissajous method [67].
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For the photocatalytic and combined process, the UV lamp was placed in the inner
cylinder in order to obtain uniform irradiation on the catalyst surface. A detailed descrip-
tion of polluted air stream generation is reported by [11]. Chlorobenzene (CB) was injected
by an infusion syringe pump (3 µL/h) to obtain 13 mg/m3 concentration in 4.166 mL/min
total flow rate.
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3.2. Gas Phase Analysis

The CB concentration, before and after mineralization experiments, was quantified
using a gas chromatograph (GC, Thermo Focus, Carlsbad, CA, USA) equipped with
a 60 m × 0.25 mm polar DB-MS capillary column (film thickness: 0.25 mm). The GC
operating conditions were: flame ionization detector (FID), carrier gas at a flow rate:
1 mL/min−1, injector and detector temperature is: 250 ◦C. Samples were collected at the
reactor downstream using a 500 µL gas-tight syringe and manually injected into the GC.

The CO2 concentration was quantified using a multi-gas infrared analyzer equipped
with GFC (Gas Filters Correlation) technology (MIR 9000 Environment SA). O3 concen-
tration was measured by the iodometric titration method [64]. Temperature and relative
humidity (RH) were monitored by a TESTO sensor.

The CB removal efficiency (RE) and degradation rate (DR) are calculated using the
following equations.

RE =
Cin − Cout

Cin
× 100 (2)

DR = (Cin − Cout)×Q (3)

where Cin and Cout are the initial and final concentrations of CB, and Q is the total feed
flow rate.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the degradation of CB in the gas phase was studied in photocatalysis,
plasma and plasma/TiO2-UV combined process. The degradation of CB was influenced
by the concentration, feed flow rate and the voltage injected into the reactor. Compara-
tively, the DBD/TiO2 coupling showed a better removal efficiency ranging from 53 to 75%
(13 mg/m3) and from 41 to 63% (27 mg/m3) when the plasma input voltage was increased
from 6 to 12 kV. Under similar operating conditions, synergistic effect was observed for
CB removal.

This performance can be related to the changes brought by the catalyst on plasma
discharge characteristics and vice versa. In addition, the study revealed that Cl * radicals
are also involved in CB decomposition. It was also shown that OH * radicals react with Cl *
in the medium to produce O *, another more powerful oxidant, which could mineralize the
adsorbed CB.
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